This p a p e r describes on interoctive vision system for n robot that finds an object specified by a user and brings it to the mer. The system first registers object models automatically. When the user specifies an object, the system tries to recognize the object outomatically. When the recognition result is shown to the user, the user may provide additional informotion via speech such OS pointing out mistakes, choosing the correct object from multiple candidates, o r giuing the relatme position of the object. Dosed on the advice, the system tries again to recognize the object. Experiments are described using real-uvrld refrigerator scenes.
Introduction
Nowadays, there is a growing necessity of welfare robots in the aging society. This paper describes an interactive vision system for a service robot which can recognize a user-specified object and bring it to the user.
In order to bring a target object, the robot bas to know the object position. One may put bar codes on objects. Ilowever, such methods are troublesome and not effective for occlusion. Takahashi et al.[l] developed a small mobile robot system which brings daily objects using vision. It is sometimes difficult to automatically recognize partial occluded objects and adapt to the change of the lighting condition. In such cases, we need to use additional information.
There are researches on comhining visual information with verbal information. Some methods[2] [3] generate a scene explanation based on the visual recognition. Watanaheet al. [4] proposed a system to recognize Rowers and fruits in a botanical encyclopedia using explanation texts attached to each figure. Other methods use the user's advice [5] [6]. These methods search for the position where the image features are most consistent with the user's advice. Ilowever, the methods do not recover from recognition error using the verbal information.
Takahashi et a1. [7] proposed a welfare robot which recognizes apples and hooks through verbal and g e c tural interaction. The robot recognizes target objects at the place pointed by a user with gestural interaction. If the robot extracts multiple object candidates, it lets the user choose the correct object from them via speech. However, they do not have recovery method when no object candidates are extracted.
In our research, the robot first recognizes cans, bottles, and P E T bottles in the refrigerator as automatically as possible. Then, if the robot fails in recognition, it tries again to recognize the objects with user interaction via speech.
The outline of this paper is as fallows. In section 2, we describe the registration of object models for recognition. Next, the automatic object recognition based on the object models is described in section 3. Then, the recognition supported by user interaction is described in section 4. Lastly, we give a conclusion of this paper in section 5. Note that manipulation and locomotion are not dealt with in this paper (see [SI) .
Registration of object models
In order to recognize objects, the system registers ohject models automatically in advance. The model of an object has to contain enough features to recognize the object from any directions. The features consist of the actual size of an object, representative colors, and secondary features such as the color, the position, and the size of uniform color regions. We propose a strategy to register a minimum set of features for discriminating the object. For example, if there are no objects with the same representative colors, the system registers only the representative colors. Every time an object with the same feature is registered, the system adds distinguishable features. In experiments, the system registered 40 cans, 3 bottles, and 21 P E T bottles.
Construction of a developed image
In order to make those object models, we use one image made by developing the surface texture of the 1051-465VO2 $17.00 Q 2002 IEEE object into a rectangle plane. We call it "developed image". The approximate developed image is constructed in the following steps. First, the system takes images of the ohject from each direction (see Figure l 
Automatic object recognition
We consider two cases for automatic object recognition: (1) when the name of an object is specified, the system tries to recognize it and (2) when a user asks what objects are in the refrigerator, the system tries to recognize all objects. In both cases, the system recognizes objects in the following steps:
1. Extract candidate regions for objects.
2. Verify or determine object types (can, bottle, P E T bottle) 3. Match extracted regions to object models.
Extraction of candidate regions
When the name of an object is specified, the system retrieves the representative color of the ohject and extracts regions with that color. Such a color-based extraction may extract regions other than ohjects, so the system eliminates unsuitahle regions for objects. The resultant candidate regions are shown in Figure 3(h) .
When the system tries to recognize all objects in the refrigerator, it segments whole area in the refrigerator into uniform color regions. After eliminating unsuitable regions for objects, the resultant candidate regions are extracted (see Figure 3 ( c ) ) .
Recognition of object types
and recognition method for those types.
In this section, we describe the object type models for specified object for all objects
Figure 3. Candidate regions
A can is regarded as a rectangle in the image. Iffour edges around the candidate region (see Figure 4(a) ) are extracted and the aspect ratio of the rectangle is approximately 2.0, it is given a high evaluation value as a can.
A bottle has two pairs of vertical lines of the neck and the body (see Figure 4(b) ).:If lines corresponding to the neck and the body are extracted, the region is given a high evaluation value as a bottle.
A P E T bottle consists of three parts: the cap, the label, and the lower part (see Figure 4 (c)). After a label is extracted, if edges corresponding to a cap and a lower part are extracted, it is given a high evaluation value as a P E T bottle.
When the name of an object is specified, the system verifies the object type based on the evaluation value of the region. W-hen the system tries to recognize all objects, it regards the region as the object type with the highest evaluation value.
Examples of each object type's region are shown in Figure 5 . 
Matching to object rno.dels
When the name of an object is specified, the system first checks the object size. Note that the system can compute the object size in the image with the actual size stored in the object model because it knows the approximate distance to the refrigerator. Then the system retrieves intervals whose representative color matches to that of the extracted region. If no secondary features are registered, the recognition procedure is finished. Otherwise the system extracts secondary features for each interi.al from the extracted region. If the all the secondary features of one of the intervals are extracted, the region is regarded as the object viewed from the direction corresponding to the interval. Otherwise the system regards the regions as the object candidates for which the most features are extracted.
When the system tries to recognize all objects in the refrigerator, the system compare the region with all the object models and recognizes it in the same way.
Recognition supported by dialog
When the system cannot recognize the target object automatically, it uses dialog with the user to obtain additional information.
Case 1: Multiple (n) objects are found.
The system asks the user "I have found n objects. Which object shall I bring'? After the correct object is specified, the system suspects whether the others might be different objects (let one of them he A), In order to avoid the same mistake, the system asks the user, "By the way, are the other objects also target objects?" If the user points out a mistake, the system notices that the color of A shifts to that of the target object and corrects t,he color range of the object models (see sec. The svstem considers that the tareet obiect overlam -"
with another object of the same color (see Figure 6 (a)). Because the system extract,s two overlapping objects as one connected region (see Figure 6 (b)) and the region is too large for the object, the system does not interpret the region as the target object but as a candidate region. Then the system shows the region to the user and asks, ''I have no confidence, but is this the target object?" The user may say, "No. Two objects overlap." or "Take the front object." Using these advices, the system tries to recognize each object (see sec. 4 1 for detail).
Case 3:
No candidate regions are found. The system considers the following two situations. Case 3-1: The target object is partially occluded by another object of different color.
The system asks the user the approximate position of the target object such as "I have not found it. Where is it?" Then the user may answer, "The target object is behind object A" Using this advice, the system tries t,o recognize the occluded object (see sec. 4 . 1 for detail). Case 3-2: T h e color of t,he target object is shifted due to the change of the lighting condition.
The system asks the user the approximate position of the target object (let it be A) in the same way. After the user answers "At the top shelf." or "Left side of the bottom shelf.", the system tries again to extract the object in the given area by extending the range of the representative color. After the system extracts the region, it corrects the color range of the target object (see sec.
4.2).
CVe use ViaVoice by IBM for speech recognition.
More detail dialog cases are described in [12] .
Recognition of the object partially oc-
When the target object is partially occluded by another object of the same color, the system first tries to extract the region of the occluding object. Because the bottom boundary of the occluding object is projected at the lower position in the image (see Figure 6 (a)), it is determined by the slope of the line which is fitting to the bottom boundaries (see Figure 6(c) ). According to the recognized configuration, the system determines the rest of the occluding boundaries lines (see Figure   If the occluded otiject is specified, based on the known boundary lines. the system predicts the other boundary lines to estimate the contours of the ohject. Then the system regards the regions surrounded by them as the occluded object. (see Figure B(d) ).
cluded by another object 6(d)). When the target object is partially occluded by another object of different color, the system first detects the occluding object (see Figure i ( b ) ) . Secondly, t h e system searches the both sides of the occluding object for the region of the representative color of the target object and extracts a vertical edge (see Figure 7(c) ). Lastly, the system extracts the other edges and regards the regions surrounded by them as the target object in t,he same way (see Figure i 
Learning by dialog
In Case 1 and Case 3-1, t,he reason of the recognition error is that the color range of the feature of A (let it he X,) is shifted to a range (R,) which is not overlapping with RA. 'Therefore the system needs to modify RA.
The system first modifies RA to include R I . If RA appears in other intervals, they are similarly modified.
If this change causes confusion with other objects, the necessary modification is performed as described in sec.
2.2.

Conclusion
We propose a method t o register object models so that object may be recognized from any directions. The system recognizes objects automatically using those models. If the system fails in recognition, it interacts with a user. Based on the user support such as pointing out mistakes and choosing the correct object from multiple objects, the system works again. Lastly, the effectiveness of using dialog is presented with examples such as recognition of occluded objects and learning new features of the objects.
Future works are as follows.
. Recognition of various kind of objects Recognition of objects in various places such as a
Interaction with a user without a display cupboard
